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Books Received
OF FOUNDATIONS. Ed. by Fritz Heimann. Prentice-Hall, Inc. (1973). Through a collection of nine essays by
scholars, a tax specialist and foundation presidents, this
book examines the private foundation, weighing its taxexempt status in light of its contributions to society.
THE IMPLOSION CONSPIRACY. By Louis Nizer. Doubleday &
Company, Inc. (1973). A vivid portrayal of Julius and Ethel
Rosenberg, with a retracing of the events leading to their
arrest, their trial and the futile attempts of their attorney
to save them from execution.
THE FUTURE

INEQUALITY:

A

REASSESSMENT

OF THE EFFECT OF FAMILY

AND

By Christopher Jencks et al. Basic
Books, Inc. (1972). After a most thorough research, this
book attacks and attempts to overturn one of the basic
precepts of liberal reform in our society when its authors
conclude that even if the school structure of America could
be reformed to ensure that every child received an equal
education, society would become no more equal than at
present.
SCHOOLING IN AMERICA.

Ed. by Eve Pell. Bantam Books, Inc. (1973).
By compiling a collection of letters and essays written by
prisoners, this book has more than effectively accomplished
its goal of depicting the dehumanization and destruction
incident to the American penal system.
No TIME FOR DYING. By Eddie Harrison and Alfred V. J.
Prather. Prentice-Hall, Inc. (1973). The story of one man,
convicted of murder and sentenced to death, and the prolonged battle for his life and his eventual victory.
PRISONERS IN AMERICA. Ed. by Lloyd E. Ohlin. Prentice-Hall,
Inc. (1973). Although this book is but one more addition to
the many recent works condemning the American penal
system, it is somewhat novel in that it goes one step further,
and through a collection of writings by experts in the field
suggests possible alternatives to the present methods of
punishment and rehabilitation.
MAXIMUM SECURITY.

SEXUAL FREEDOM AND THE CONSTITUTION.

By Walter Barnett.

University of New Mexico Press. (1973). An investigation
into the constitutionality of the sodomy laws that still
exist today, with particular attention to their effect on the
fundamental civil rights of homosexuals.
By Abraham J. Briloff. Harper
& Row, Inc. (1972). In an excellent and detailed expose of
the "Games Accountants Play," Mr. Briloff has meticulously described the many dubious, inconsistent and frequently
incongrous accounting practices used today to prevent the
profession and mislead the public.

UNACCOUNTABLE ACCOUNTING.

WE

MAINLINE DREAMS: THE ODYSSEY HOUSE STORY. By
Judianne Densen-Gerber. Doubleday & Company, Inc.
(1973). The story of the origins, struggles and development
of the country's most successful program for curing drug
addiction, as told by the program's founder, ex-addicts and
professionals who run the operation.

